[16:12] Rod_Rasmuss: Criminals nearly always use inaccurate whois data for obvious reasons.
[16:14] Mikey_2: testing -- pls ignore
[16:15] Kathy_Kleim: Proxies protect individuals (and human rights groups) who want to register domain names without posting their physical location in a globally-accessible database.
[16:17] Eric_Brunne: @rod, yes, however, how useful is it for law enforcement to use the figure 23 million?
[16:19] Eric_Brunne: suppose we gave only, and no more than, the attention we give to inaccurate whois data, to the real bad actors? would that be useful or really stupid?
[16:21] SeanPowell: test
[16:33] Bob_Hutchin: Lots of work went into contract consistency. is that work in the report?
[16:35] Marika_Koni: Yes, that is covered in the chapter on uniformity of contracts
[16:35] Bob_Hutchin: Why was front running recommended for no action?
[16:35] Marika_Koni: With a big thanks to Berry Cobb for all his work on that issue
[16:38] Kathy_Kleim: ... and is still within the keeping of the data protection laws across the world
[16:41] Kathy_Kleim: excellent point!
[17:05] metalitz: Apologies for off-topic: can staff advise when and where topics agenda for tomorrow's public forum will be posted?
[17:14] metalitz: audio and video stopped in AC room
[17:14] ICANN_Prese: Audio And camera will be up shortly. . .
[17:15] Frederick_F: Does anyone have the name of the gentleman who asked about false renewal notices? His comments were very interesting and I think it would be good for our group to speak with him.
Marika_Koni: Comments were made by Chris Chaplow

Philip_S: Chris Chaplow can be contacted via the BC web site members list Andalucia.com

Philip_S: www.bizconst.org is BC web site

Frederick_F: Thank you Marika and thanks to Chris for a very interesting perspective about the effect of abuse on SMB

xbizdon: any information on the .XXX discussion on Friday?

jimmy: Do not approve the XXX TLD it is not supported by the adult industry in any way